
O
Objectives

— Contribute to the

progress of society and the

welfare of persons.

— Promote activities of

dissemination, training and

research in the

educational, scientific and

cultural fields.

— Encourage and support

young talent.

V
Values

Proximity

We accompany entities

and persons and we are

always at hand to fulfil

their needs.

Excellence

We promote the excellence

and capacity for innovation

generated by talent and

effort

Innovation

We encourage innovation

understood as the capacity

to read the present in

order to anticipate the

future.



A
Action spheres

Talent Support

We accompany talented

persons by supporting

innovation and excellence

in research and

knowledge.

Promotion of culture

Our objective is to promote

and share the arts as well

as scientific, technical,

social and humanistic

knowledge.

Organiser of prestigious

awards

— Banco Sabadell

Foundation award for

Biomedical Research

A
Action criteria

We collaborate with

projects that meet

specific criteria:

— Compatibility of the

project with the mission &

spheres of the Foundation.

— Degree of impact of the

proposals of the number of

beneficiaries.

— Prestige of the

organising institution.

— Positive contribution to

the value of the Banco

Sabadell brand.



— Banco Sabadell

Foundation award for

Economic Research

We do not understand

culture without talent or

talent without culture. Both

are wells of knowledge

that feed back and multiply

social progress.

M
Management of

the Foundation

The management of the

Foundation corresponds to

the Board of Trustees, the

body that represents it and

that is fully authorised to

carry out the foundational

activities established by

the Articles of Association

and Code of Good

Governance.



Talent and Culture

Supporting talent and promoting culture is the strategic centre of

the activity carried out by Banco Sabadell Foundation. Our

commitment to these areas has consolidated and continued to

grow since 2016. Our commitment has been sealed through our

support and collaboration with different entities who promote

projects of this nature. A wide range of people benefit from these

projects, which are an excellent opportunity to develop their talent

in many different ways: gaining recognition in national or

international circuits, being trained by experts, becoming inspired

and motivated through conferences or joining the world of work,

amongst others.

Exploration and continuity have been
the vectors on which our performance

has pivoted during this year

For this reason, we do not believe in culture without talent or

talent without culture. Knowledge and talent are the foundations

of progress in society. They are both pools of knowledge which feed

each other and drive social progression. This is clear through our

commitment to talented people under 40, through granting

scholarships and awards.

From this perspective, the projects and collaborations which we

have supported during 2016 have been characterised by their

excellence, efficiency, determination and our close relationship

with the entities and the beneficiaries. Discovery and continuity

have been the vectors upon which we have built our actions during

2016. Discovery with regard to our support for differential projects

that seek to contribute to social progress, which are aligned with

our commitment to transformation and our ability to adapt to

change and to the future. Continuity with regard to our



change and to the future. Continuity with regard to our

collaboration with entities who are developing sound, longterm

projects, and who have a strong and consolidated relationship with

the Foundation.

This Report is a useful tool that serves
to know the projects promoted by the

Foundation

We believe that this combination is a successful formula to

guaranteeing that we will overcome future challenges, whilst we

enjoy the successes we have achieved to date.

Definitively, this report aims to be a useful source of information

so that the reader can gain an insight into the projects led by

Banco Sabadell Foundation, the entities with which it collaborates

and the persons who benefit from these collaborations.

 



‘Journey to talent’ through dynamic training
workshops

Collaboration with the ‘Journey to Talent’ promoted by the
Saint Anthony Catholic University in Murcia (UCAM)

The objective is to guide university students through the world
of work by using tools that help them to identify their aims
and objectives, as well as planning their search for
employment.
Dynamic workshops, a support book and an online platform
will help the university students to identify their skills,
interests and values.
Close to 100 participants have joined the programme.



‘Rosa Barba’ International Landscaping Award

The ‘Rosa Barba’ International Landscaping Award was given

out as part of the Ninth International Landscaping Biennial,

organised by the Catalonia Official School of Architecture.

The projects nominated for the award were landscapes and
urban planning approved throughout the world between 2011
and 2016.
‘Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park’ was the awardwinner. With
over 110 hectares, it became the central work of art of London
2012 with this project from the Hargreaves Associates firm.



A journey through emerging art among young
people

Supporting the seventh edition of the Emerging Art Fair
JustMad7, organised by ArtFairs

Event dedicated to national and international emerging art,
up and coming art and art that has already been consolidated
today.
JustMad7 aims to promote national and international
contemporary art amongst young people.



Acknowledging the entrepreneurial culture of
university students

Promoting the award ‘Premio UPFEmprèn Idea’, which
recognises the initiatives and corporate abilities of university
students of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF)

It aims to boost the entrepreneurial culture of university
students and the links between innovation on one hand and
the social and productive fabric on the other.
The purpose of the award is to give visibility to young
businesses and new models created to contribute to a greater
social development through knowledge.
The award is given to students, graduates and postgraduates
from UPF.



Ada Byron award for women in computing

Award ceremony for the Ada Byron award, 2016 for women in
computing, as part of the IV edition of ForoTech - Semana

Deusto of Engineering and Technology in Bilbao

The award is to recognise and celebrate the work of women at

the forefront of progress in diverse areas of new technologies.

The award was given to Núria Oliver, telecommunications

engineer and doctor from the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology (MIT)



“The world needs

more female

engineers and female

IT technicians, this

award gives visibility

to this need”

Núria Oliver, winner of the Ada

Byron award, 2016



Architecture and Landscaping Workshop

Supporting the 9th International Architecture and Landscaping
Workshop, organised by RCR Arquitectes and RCR Bunka
Foundation. 

Consists in carrying out architecture and landscaping projects
as a team over a period of four weeks. 
It aims to bring students and professionals closer to
architecture, places and scenery. 
A total of 70 artists from 25 different countries took part in
the programme. 
The workshop is aimed at architects, students and designers
in different countries 



Art on the streets of Zaragoza

Supporting the project ‘lagaleriadelamagdalena’, which
incorporates art into abandoned spaces with ephemeral
exhibitions in which the exhibited items are given away to
passers-by

Forgotten public spaces are transformed into ephemeral art
galleries.
The project aims to promote art in public spaces and generate
emotional links to culture and works of art.
6 exhibitions took place in Zaragoza.



Artist-in-residence programmes

Supporting the first edition of the annual Olivar Artists-in-

Residence programme and an exhibition of projects at the
L’Olivart Foundation

It covers artistinresidence programmes and exhibitions in

order to promote and preserve the nature, landscape, artistic

creations and their distribution in relation to the natural

environment.

During the fourweek period, the residents prepared a project

related to nature and landscapes, which was exhibited in the

L’Olivart galleries and spaces provided by other cultural

centres.

35 projects were exhibited, and the artists of 4 of these were

selected for the residence programme.



Artistic talent networking

Collaboration with ‘Residencias A Quemarropa’ in Alicante, a
meeting point for professionals from the world of art

An innovative artistinresidence programme based on work
spaces, workshops, labs, show rooms and discussion forums.
This project aims to highlight and place emphasis on
information exchanged between art professionals.
The 10 selected artists performed their artistic projects.



Avant-garde concerts

Collaboration with Sampler Series to encourage new musical
formats and support the emerging talent of young artists

Cycle of concerts with a focus on new musical trends through
improvisation and electronic instruments
It is a sound experience that offers the opportunity of
discovering creative, singular melodies
This II edition was formed of 14 concerts



Awards for creativity, design and emerging talent

Banco Sabadell Foundation gave out seven awards during the
design week of FADFest in Barcelona

III Premio Laus Aporta–Banco Sabadell Foundation, is an

award which values projects that stand out due to their social,

economic or cultural contribution, awarded to: ‘Cenizas

’[Ashes] by the McCann studio and ‘Think, the veggie ink’.

Medallas ADI, whose objective is to foster and incentivise

design culture: for the ‘Plow 2.7, ‘DranWi’ and ‘Glop’

Habitácola best project award for the use of Rooftop Terraces:

‘Cooperativas’ [Cooperatives] and ‘Get in line’



Celebration of young composers

Collaboration with the Escuela Superior de Música de Cataluña
(ESMUC) for the ‘XIV International Joan Guinjoan Prize for
young composers’

This competition is open to composers of all nationalities aged
under 35.
The objective of this prize is to support the creations of new
generations, and, at the same time, establish a framework for
the creation of new works composed of different trends, styles
and instrumental groups.
‘The Arousal’, by Guillem Ponsí, was the winner of this year’s
prize.



Creativity & contact among creative artists

Support for thecreative.net, the first online platform which
identifies, connects and gives visibility and insight into future
creative talent

thecreative.net is a tool for knowledge and inspiration for
journalists, culture agents, researchers, creators and even
culture enthusiasts or students
It gives visibility to talent and emerging creators, identifying,
showcasing and connecting people to encourage
collaborations
More than 1,000 creative persons make up this network of
creativity



“It is the perfect
platform to organise,

identify, showcase
and connect with
emerging creative

talent in the country.
More than 1,500

people have joined.
There is a community

of 2,500.00 people
which is still growing

day after day”

Bibian Ballbé, who has
implemented the creative.net

platform



Creators of culture

Collaboration with Fundación Contemporánea to organise
Pública 16 10x10 Innovación en Cultura [Pública 16 10x10
Innovation in Culture], an exchange of cultural experiences. 

Over 700 professionals in the field of culture met in Madrid as

part of a twoday programme to support cultural

entrepreneurs.

Training, evaluations, presentations, networking and

economic grants were the support mechanisms for the most

innovative ideas.

Winning projects: EMEA Festival, creador.es, DaLaNota,

Festival Russafa Escénica and Un Pedregal sin Oportunidades



Critical view of Europe at DOCfield 16-festival of

photojournalism

Support for DOCfield16, an initiative led by the Photographic

Social Vision Foundation which recognises the social value of

documentary photography and photojournalism

The festival promotes the consolidation of photobooks as a
means of photographic dissemination of stories which are well
worth telling. For this, there is a call and award of the Dummy
Award Banco Sabadell Foundation
It offers a critical view and broadens our knowledge of the
world through the work of 100 authors and 30 exhibitions
Under the slogan ‘Europe: Lost in Translation’ it questioned
the ideological essence and identity of Europe today





Culture, a tool which is transforming businesses

Founding member of Culthunting, an initiative by aPortada
Comunicación which promotes the use of art and culture as a
means of transforming businesses.

Culthunting Day 2016 is one of the club’s biggest events.

It is a day of experiences, inspiration and activities which

show how certain companies are related to culture, and why

culture is a tool for transformation.

The Second CultHunting Award was given out, which aims to

recognise the efforts of a company which has used culture as a

driver for transformation.



Development of innovative ideas

Collaboration with the contest ‘Ideas+Innovators 2016’,
together with Florida Universitària, CEEI Valencia and the
Valencia Association of Young Entrepreneurs (AJEV)

The purpose is to promote a culture of innovation, encourage
the development of new projects and provide reliable
information regarding the abilities and opportunities for
innovation.
This competition targets recent graduates and students in
their final year, entrepreneurs and business professionals with
new ideas.
There were 10 competition finalists, and the winner received
support in order to develop their idea.



Development of talent in the field of health

Support for the ‘Team Building Week’ in the Design Health

Barcelona programme, a Master’s to train future health experts

Team Building Week is one of the modules of the Master’s,
consisting of a 5 week stay in Collbató and Barcelona
(bootcamp)
The aim is to bring together three teams formed of
multidisciplinary students.



Dreamers who change the world

Banco Sabadell Foundation awarded 7 grants to 7 talented
youths to participate in different Imagine projects, an entity
which looks for disruptive ideas to turn them into tangible
projects

Mireia Bel was awarded a grant to participate in mSocial
2016, the objective of which was to show the need and
viability of projects that favour inclusion.
Mamadou Korka, Ángel González and Daniel Diez were
awarded grants for Imagine Silicon Valley 2016 in San
Francisco, in which the three dreamers developed an
innovative and creative project using their talent



“This experience has
been a huge boost of

excitement and
motivation, and it has
also helped me to find

a job at a leading
technology company”

Daniel Díez, dreamer Imagine
Silicon Valley 2016

“Thanks to this grant,
now I do not only

dream of working at
Google but also

joining the people
already helping Africa
to submerge itself in

technological
innovation”

Mamadou Korka, dreamer
Imagine Silicon Valley 2016



Dummy Award – Banco Sabadell Foundation

The Dummy Award is handed out during the DOCfield

Documentary Photography festival, where over 50 artists were

represented in some 30 exhibitions

Awardwinners had their work printed in a limited edition

photo book, and were offered the chance to exhibit their work

at The Folio Club in Barcelona.

ZONA by Fábio Cunha was the third Dummy Award  Banco

Sabadell Foundation prizewinner.



Eight new theatre members

Collaboration with La Kompanyia Lliure to create new
opportunities for talented youths, and to continue supporting
culture through theatre

Kompanyia Lliure is formed of young people training to
become professionals.
Four actors and four actresses were selected from amongst
almost 400 candidates this season.
Joan Amargós, Quim Àvila, Clàudia Benito, Raquel Ferri,
Eduardo Lloveras, Andrea Ros, Joan Solé and Júlia Truyol are
the eight new members of La Kompanyia Lliure.
These new members will form a part of La Kompanyia Lliure
for the next three years.

“It is an incredible
opportunity after
having worked in

theatre for so many
years”

Júlia Truyol, new member of La
Kompanyia Lliure



“It is a dream for any
actor”

Eduard Lloveras, new member
of La Kompanyia Lliure



Emerging musical talent at the Fringe Festival

Supporting the Fringe Festival, which forms part of the Torroella
de Montgrí Fringe Festival, a space for emerging young
musicians

Promoting the talent of young musicians is the objective of the
Torroella de Montgrí Fringe Festival
80 musicians were selected by some of the best European
Conservatories to perform at over 25 free concerts
Classical music, pop rock, contemporary music, jazz, blues,
flamenco or folk are the musical styles and genres that were
performed at these concerts.



“It is a festival for
young projects led by
young people; it is an

opportunity to
showcase their talent”

Eduard Balaguer, coordinator of
Fringe



Enabling social innovation

Collaboration with MOOC for free social innovation as part of
the B-Challenge 2016 Programme to promote social innovation

The course involves different activities (theoretical and

practical) which promote the acquisition of new skills with

which to develop ideas for social innovation.

Aimed at people or teams interested in social innovation.

This social innovation MOOC aims to help more people learn

about social innovation, take part in it and develop social

innovation projects.



Exploring new trends in creativity and digital

design

Supporting OFFF Festival Barcelona, festival of digital culture

which explores new trends in creativity and local and

international digital design

An international display of the most avantgarde trends in

graphic design, video clips, photography, cinema, advertising

and editorial art.

47 international artists participated in this edition of the

OFFF Festival

Open Room is the stage for the OFFF Festival, a space that

seeks to give new artists an opportunity to share their ideas,

projects and experiences.



ICT available for all

Collaboration with the Balia Foundation in the project ‘Conecta
Mayores – Conecta Joven’, which aims to train those at risk of
social exclusion in ICT

The project aims to reduce the digital gap between the
population with fewer resources with which to access the
information society, and to strengthen the selfesteem of
youths and adults.
Young volunteers train their elders in the use of new
technologies, by preparing workshops and basic IT courses,
and teaching them to use smartphones.



Improving the employability of youths

Collaboration with the Coach Exit project, by the Exit
Foundation, to incentivise and support talented youths through
volunteers who provide assessment and training

Corporate volunteer scheme.
The project is aimed at youths aged between 1619 and who
are in a vulnerable situation.
27 large companies formed part of the project, which, thanks
to 196 corporate volunteers, improved the employability of 157
youths through techniques such as coaching and mentoring.



Innovation and musical talent

Collaboration with the Albéniz Foundation in the programme
‘Musical Innovation and Entrepreneurship’ at the Reina Sofía
School of Music

40 young people took part in the programme, which covers
two types of training: theory and practice.
This programme aims to equip young students in order for
them to perform their musical careers and also seeks to bring
classical music closer to the general public.



Inspiring conferences for young people

Organised, together with Factoría Cultural, ‘Programa Experto’

a series of conferences aimed at youths to inspire and train
them in the fields of culture and innovation

The aim of these conferences is to contribute to the training of
youths and supporting their talent.
Professional and success stories in prestigious institutions and
companies both in the public and the private sector were
shared as part of the conferences.



Literature for the public at large

Collaboration with the 3rd edition of the MOT Girona-Olot

festival, with the objective of continuing to support and

promote culture

The high quality schedule for this festival is based on a

national and international scale, bringing together renowned

authors and literary experts.

‘Written lives, writing lives’ was the slogan of the festival,

which explored the creative processes that lie behind literary

biographies

The aim of the MOT Festival is bringing literature within the

reach of all audiences, from adults to young children



Madrid, the epicentre of contemporary art

Supporting the sixth edition of the Madrid Gallery Weekend, an
event which marks the cultural start of the course in
September

45 Arte Madrid galleries held exhibitions related to painting,

photography and sculptures during the weekend of September

10th to 12th.

The Madrid Gallery Weekend aims to promote and

disseminate art to the public.

Over 50 artists were represented in 45 free exhibitions during

the three days of the event.



Music by Bach, for all audiences

Collaboration with 2 concerts in the Bachcelona Festival, in
which international musicians interpret the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach

The Bachelona festival offers different interpretations of
Johann Sebastian Bach’s music.
It promotes experiences, interaction and outreach, and
highlights the most unexpected and lucid aspects of Bach’s
music.
The aim of the festival is to share Bach’s music with the public
at large.





Opening the doors to young artists

The Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Barcelona and

Banco Sabadell Foundation host the ART<35 BS art and

photography competition

Art<35 is a benchmark in the category of events dedicated to
young artists' creations
This annual competition aims to boost the professional
relationship between young artists and the world of art
galleries and institutions that promote exhibitions
The target candiates for this competition are artists aged
under 35



“Exhibiting at Art<35
is a great

opportunity; it is
motivation to keep
moving forward”

Tura Sanz, one of the artists

who participated in Art<35



Photography and exhibitions projected on unusual
supports

Collaboration with the PhotoEspaña festival which takes an
analytical look at Europe through 330 artists and 94
exhibitions

Evening projections in open air public spaces were held
330 artists participated in the festival, 94 exhibitions, 16
Programmess and activities wer at 46 national and
International headquarters
The artists, via photographic mappings, displayed their work
in unusual places: trees, façades of buildings, and urban
structures located in different areas of Madrid.





Photography in creative spaces

Collaboration with the third edition of the International
Contemporary Photography Festival PHOTOALICANTE

A project which focuses on innovation and the development of
new creative spaces to offer new experiences to all industries
which support culture.
There is a schedule of exhibitions, urban interventions,
workshops, conferences and masterclasses which take place
in a total of 22 spaces.



Professional training for talented dancers

Banco Sabadell Foundation awarded 13 scholarships for young
dancers who participated in the International Dance
Programme IBStage

IBStage is an intensive, professional training programme in
classic ballet, held at the Institut del Teatre.
It offers a training opportunity for talented students who lack
sufficient economic resources to take part in the course.
In 2016, 160 youths had a chance to receive professional
training by some of the most famous professionals in the
world of ballet.



Promoting awareness on the collaborative

economy

Supporting the university offering of free classes on

collaborative economy by Ouishare Spain

The MOOC free online course offers training through the

exchange of knowledge.

The university course aims to bring the collaborative economy

phenomenon to university lecture halls.

2600 participants from various universities have already

received training on collaborative economy.



Promoting social innovation programmes

Collaboration with the Ship2B Foundation in its launch of B-
Value, a programme to transform social non-profit organisations
pursuing innovative projects

It helps institutions to define their value propositions and
business models that have a social impact and helps them
become more social and innovative organisations.
BValue targets nonprofit organisations throughout Spain.
The 10 finalists will be selected to work individually during
one intensive, inperson course during May and June 2017.



Promotion of independent music culture

Support for the underground Cara-B festival, a project which
aims to celebrate, promote and share the talent of independent
music

It aims to serve as a reflection of the current status of the
music scene.
The festival brings together a fantastic selection of the talent
that is setting the independent music scene on fire.
The festival included rock, pop, garage, and electronic music.



Recognition of the talent of the architects working
abroad

Collaboration with the International Architecture Exhibition,
which gives visibility to the work of architects who work
outside of the State

The exhibition aims to bring together works by registered or
trained architects aged under 45 who work outside of the
State.
The Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Innovation is
awarded within the context of this exhibition.



Reflecting on the impact of the philosopher Ramon
Llull

Supporting the exhibition ‘Ramón Llull. The thinking machine’,
at the Barcelona Centre of Contemporary Culture.

Explore the impact of Ramón Llull's thoughts on the arts,
literature, science and technology.
It combines historic documents and the most recent views of
artists who have been inspired by Llull’s work, such as David
Link, Ralf Baecker and Perejaume.



Residencies for creative & collaborative projects

Medialab-Prado, in collaboration with the Foundation, hosted
the ‘Interactive Residencies 16’ to support creative and
collaborative projects for digital technologies.

It is a support platform for research and production based on
creative and educational uses of technology.
It includes a production workshop, an exhibition and a
residencies programme.
The residencies are aimed at artists, engineers, designers,
teachers, scientists and researchers.
There are two residencies, and each residency lasts for three
weeks.



“My time at the
MedialabPrado

residencies has been
an excellent

opportunity and
motivation to

complete a complex
project which I would
never have been able

to develop otherwise.”

Servando Barreiro, participant
in the Residencies Medialab-

Prado



Scholarships for academic excellence

Award of 10 scholarships for the 12th edition of the Pre-
University Competition organised by the International University
of Catalonia (UIC)

Scholarships for 100% of the first year fees to study any degree
offered by UIC
The competition seeks to reward academic excellence and
values students’ skills (structuring content, analytical
capabilities, oral expression etc.)
The competition is aimed at high school seniors in Catalonia



Segovia, the capital of the festival which

celebrates ideas, visual arts and literature

Supporting the eleventh edition of the Hay Festival in Segovia,

a festival which celebrates ideas, visual arts and literature.

A prestigious international literary gathering in which fifty or
so prestigious authors and artists from different countries
came together.
The fourday event included lectures, chats and discussions
about books and literature, exhibitions, concerts and other
cultural activities.
The Festival held a total of 70 events and 5 visual arts
exhibitions, visited by 159 national and international guests.



Silicon Valley, an opportunity for recent

engineering graduates

StepOne and Banco Sabadell Foundation organised the

‘Jóvenes con Futuro USA’ programme with the aim of

supporting talent

Jóvenes con Futuro USA is an internship for young graduates

with a technological background

Over the period of 6 months the youths carry out internships

in leading technology companies in San Francisco (Silicon

Valley) and New York

The programme seeks to transmit the philosophy and vision

of the key ecosystems that are world leaders in technology and

innovation

36 youths participated in the ‘Jóvenes con Futuro USA’

programme



Social innovation for social institutions

Banco Sabadell Foundation and Ship2B launch B-Value, an
innovation programme for not-for profit organisations

The program allows notfor profit organisations to reinvent
themselves, define value proposals and business models with a
social impact, as well as becoming more sustainable.
The aim of this new initiative is to help the institutions to
define their value proposals and business models with a social
impact, to improve their communications and establish
strategic alliances.
121 institutions have shown an interest in participating in the
first edition of this programme.



Socio-educational exchange and transformational
experience

Support for the 4th edition of Transpirenaica Social Solidaria
(TSS) giving youths at the risk of social exclusion a chance to
participate in a transformational experience in a stunning
location

TSS is a transformation challenge based on a 800km hike

divided into 42 stages through the Pyrenees (from

Hobdarrabia to Cap de Creus)

The youths were put in touch with business experts to help

their social integration through mentoring activities or debate

forums

300 youths at the risk of social exclusion participated in this

edition



“After TSS I have a lot

of ideas and projects

to develop, I’m

excited for the future”

Polina, participant in
Transpirenaica Social Solidaria

(TSS)



Street art in Barcelona

Supporting the art festival and public space ‘Ús Barcelona’,
promoted by RebobinART, which arose from the need to free up
creative spaces for Barcelona’s street artists

An art festival and public space with a schedule of free artistic
and cultural activities open to the public.
The festival aims to offer artistic proposals through street art,
workshops, conferences, music, art markets and gastronomic
spaces, to name but a few.



String a chord with talent

Collaboration with the 62nd Maria Canals International Music
Competition to support culture and bring it closer to society

Aimed at talented young piano players aged between 1830

from all over the world

81 pianists of 30 different nationalites were selected from 162

candidates who entered the competition.

Hiroo Sato, a Japanese pianist aged 28 was the winner of this

edition.

‘Tu hi toques?’ was one of the particularly special parallel

activities, which saw more than 80 grand pianos being

brought out into the streets of Barcelona



Support for the development of artistic research

projects

Hangar and Banco Sabadell Foundation lead the II artistic

research Grant

The grant is for artistic research projects which involve a
prototype, formalisation or production phase.
The grant is aimed at young, prePhD researchers who are
writing their doctoral thesis.
The aim is to help prePhD researchers to develop their
research project and experimental work, and to value the
collaborations between different institutions.



“I think it is fantastic
that in these fields it

is talented youths
who are making their

voice heard”

Ivan Paz, awarded the I artistic

research Grant, Banco Sabadell

Foundation



Supporting creators and artists

Involvement in ‘Paratext’ Vol 1’, a printed edition which
included documents from the Paratext cycle of presentations

This is a monthly schedule of presentations of artists in

residence in Hangar, an open centre for artistic research and

production which supports creators and artists.

It aims to present specific artistic projects and aspects of

artistic and/or research activities in unconventional formats.



Talent in research

Agreement signed to give 4 scholarships for a Masters degree

in Traslational Biomedical Research at Vall d’Hebron Institut de

Rercerca (VHIR)

The purpose of the grants is to promote and drive people to
undertake continuous research activities, stimulate talent in
research and train top experts.



The best of international photojournalism in
Barcelona, Madrid & Valencia

Collaboration with the World Press Photo exhibition, an
organisation which supports the sharing of knowledge and
promotes photojournalism on a global scale.

World Press Photo organises the largest and most prestigious
annual photojournalism competition.
The exhibitions were held in Barcelona, Madrid and Valencia.
The most relevant world events are exhibited through
photographs, individual and extensive graphic reports.



The city represented through art

Supporting the exhibition ‘Lost in the city’, of the Modern Art
Institute of Valencia (IVAM), with close to 300 works of art

An exhibition which offers various outlooks, different spaces
and human experiences which have shaped life in cities during
the last century.
There is a wide selection of paintings, sculptures, photographs
and videos, which have focused their attention on urban life
from the beginning of the twentieth century to our present
day.



The festival of artist’s and design books

Collaboration with the International Book Fair Arts Libris, which
recognises the excellence of books, artsts books, photography
and design

This festival on artists and design books is held in Barcelona.
The festival included the exhibition of artist’s books, photo
books and contemporary bibliophilia.
The Arts Libris Pirze Banco Sabadell Foundation is awarded
in recognition of the work and effort of the exhibitors.



The world of photography, now closer to society

Collaboration with Foto Colectania Foundation, which shares
photography and collections through exhibitions, catalogues,
and activities such as conferences or seminars.

‘What is photography?’ was the theme in 2016
The relevance and importance of images and photography in
today’s society and contemporary culture was highlighted.
During 2016 three exhibitions were held: ‘All Photography is
an Enigma; ‘Vivian Maier. In her own hands’; and ‘I wanted to
be a photographer’.



Training and work opportunities for talented young
musicians

Grant awarded to talented youths at the Taller de Músics,
which offers its students excellent training and improves their
opportunities to become employed

The grant offers a rewards system which allows beneficiaries
access to professional training and marketing in the future.
It is a 360º project which supports training and
accompanying the artists in as many professional areas as
possible.
Eva Fernández, a talented and promising young jazz singer
won the grant awarded by Banco Sabadell Foundation.



“This grant has
allowed me to

continue studying,
and it has also given

me the opportunity to
act and showcase my

music”
Eva Fernández, awarded a
grant by Banco Sabadell

Foundation for the Taller de
Músics



University talent abroad

The ‘Becas on the move’ grants are given out to students of
the TecnoCampus in Mataró, a centre associated with Pompeu
Fabra University (UPF) who are studying abroad

The grants aim to make it easier for students to adapt to their
destination and to promote talent among the university
community.
They fund part of the expenses of students who have been
given a place in exchange and mobility programmes.
The grants are given to students carrying out a placement in
universities with which TecnoCampus has signed bilateral
agreements which are separate from the Erasmus+ and Sicue
Seneca programmes.



Video art festival

Collaboration with the 14th edition of the LOOP Festival

Barcelona, a reference event in the world of video art.

A forum dedicated to the most innovative contemporary art,
video and artist’s videos.
This festival aims to bring the public closer to art in video.
273 artists took part in the festival, over 400 videos were
screened, 47 art galleries from 20 countries were involved and
58 exhibitions were shown.



Weekend for art fanatics in Barcelona

Collaboration with the Swab fair and Gallery Weekend, which

transformed Barcelona into the capital of contemporary art

from September 29th to October 2nd.

Contemporary and avantgarde art events brought together
the artistic centre of the city of Barcelona.
Selected art galleries, a curators’ programme of specific
speeches in unique spaces, project spaces and exhibitions
contributed to create a unique weekend for fans of art in
Barcelona.
Banco Sabadell Foundation Award to the best Swab Art
Gallery: consists in the Foundation’s acquisition of the
gallery’s awardwinning work of art.



Women who transform the world

Participation in the VI meeting of ‘Women who transform the
world’, forum for debate led by exceptional women

This meeting served as a forum for debate led by exceptional
women who are transforming the world.
For ten days a series of meetings, discussions and interviews
were held with women who have made significant and
valuable social and cultural contributions.
Sharing their work and commitment, and creating a space for
reflection, debate and denouncement were the aims of this
meeting.



XI Banco Sabadell Foundation award for
Biomedical Research

Banco Sabadell Foundation gives out the XI Award for
Biomedical Research, recognised as one of the most important
awards granted in Spain in the sector of biomedicine

The award is for the professional trajectory of a scientist aged
under 40, who has developed their career in Spain and has a
promising future ahead of them.
53 candidates applied in this edition, ranging from basic
research, clinical and epidemiology profiles.
Núria LópezBigas, doctor in biology, won the award thanks
to her work on the study of the development of new
bioinformatics methods to study cancer genomes.



“This award
represents social

recognition”
Núria López-Bigas, winner of

the XI Banco Sabadell
Foundation Award for
Biomedical Research



XV Banco Sabadell Award for Economic Research

Banco Sabadell Foundation grants the XV Banco Sabadell
Award for Economic Research

The award recognises and rewards the work carried out by
researchers in the field of economic, business, and social
knowledge
The award is aimed at researchers aged under 40 who have an
outstanding background and experience in these fields
Nagore Iriberri is a Doctor in Economics, and a research
professor at the University of the Basque Country. She won
this award due to her excellent trajectory in experimental
economics and game theory applied to the study of social
behaviour



“This award
represents huge
support to my

research”

Nagore Iriberri won the XV
Banco Sabadell Award for

Economic Research



Young engineers compete against each other

Supporting the Formula Student project, organised by the
Association of Automotive Technicians (STA), a competition
which allows students to showcase their knowledge and skills

This is an annual competition in which participants compete
to design, develop, build and drive singleseaters for racing.
The project aims to offer students an opportunity to put their
knowledge into practice.
This competition is open to engineering students from all over
the world.



Young musicians playing to Schubert

Supporting the Schubertiada, one of the most important lied
festivals in Europe which offers opportunities for young talented
persons

Schubertiada is a festival dedicated to classical music, with an
emphasis on works by Franz Schubert, lied songs (romantic
German poems played to music) and chamber music.
It is an annual event comprised of eight concerts in which lied
performances, chamber music and piano recitals take centre
stage.

“It is essential to
make a commitment

to talent, being on
stage is what makes a

musician”

Laia Puig, cello, participated in
the Schubertiada de Vilabertran



the Schubertiada de Vilabertran



Young people with inspirational ideas

Collaboration in the project TEDxYouth Valladolid, which gives
voice to innovative ideas

This event celebrates and sheds light on young people’s best
ideas within a space specifically created to empower and
inspire young people throughout the world.
Those wishing to submit their idea or project to the public
send in a fun and creative video, and the panel of judges
selects the most interesting ones which are most likely to
inspire other young people.
The project is designed for those who are under 22 and
resident in Spain



Young talent heading to Washington

3 scholarships for the Inter-American Development Bank via the

University of Oviedo

Three young graduates enjoyed a training period of six
months at the headquarters of the InterAmerican Bank in
Washington.
The highlights of the scholarships include gaining
administration experience, learning about the InterAmerican
Development Bank operations, as well as its policies,
administrative rules and procedures.



Young, talented and creative dreamers

Collaboration with different editions of Imagine Creative Centre,
an institution which promotes the talent of young people who
overcome challenges through the use of innovative
methodologies

This grant allows the winner to take part in the creative
programme Imagine Express 2016, a highspeed train which
goes from Barcelona to Paris and then to London whilst the
dreamers aboard develop innovative technologies.
It is a grant for taking part in the creative programme
Imagine 7 Islands, which takes place in the Canary Islands,
where 4 teams worked on projects related to the tourism
industry by generating disruptive ideas.
3 grants for the 2016 edition of Imagine Silicon Valley, which
took place in July 2016 in San Francisco.
Grant to take part in Imagine mSocial 2016, which aims to
demonstrate the need and feasibility of projects which favour
social inclusion.
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Young musicians in Spain
Imagine Spain 2016 concerts

ADG-FAD
46th Laus Aporta Award - Banco Sabadell Foundation

ADI FAD
ADI 2016 medal award

ARS Foundation
Annual contribution

Abadia de Montserrat Foundation, 2025
Collaboration with the academy’s activities

Academia de Belles Arts de Sabadell F.P.
Collaboration with the art school academy’s activities

Adeit University-Business Foundation of the University of
Valencia
Corporate Culture Lectureship

Alba Populus Private Foundation
II Òrganos de Poblet International Festival

Albeniz Foundation
Grants: Musical Innovation and Entrepreneurship project

Alicante Town Hall
Residencias A Quemarropa

Amigos del MNAC Foundation
Annual contribution

Analytical Economy Foundation
Priorat Workshop in theoretical political science 2016

Aportada comunicació
Founding member of Culthunting

Arquinfad
Habitácola Award XXVIII-Rooftops

Art Barcelona, Art Galleries Association
Barcelona Gallery Weekend

Art Fairs
Justmad7

Arte Madrid, Art Galleries Association
Opening of Madrid Gallery Weekend 2016

Arts Libris (Raíña Lupa Art Gallery)
Collaboration with Arts Libris fair and Art Libris award ceremony

Arts Libris in Arco Madrid
Arts Libris exhibition in Arco Madrid

Arturo Soria Plaza shopping centre
Project Flecha

Asociación ART>35
ART>35 Competition

Asociación Coordinación Actividades Gent Gran
Collaboration with the academy’s activities

Asociación Maria Canals international competition
Final stage of the 62nd Maria Canals competition

Association of Designers in Valencia
7th international typography congress - Annual contribution

Association of independent contemporary authors
PhotoAlicante

Ateneu Barcelonés
Schedule of monthly programmes and online artistic testimonial
projects

Aula extensión universitaria de Sabadell Gent Gran
Activities for the 2016-2017 academic year, annual schedule of
classes, monographic courses, forums, cultural visits, outdoors
classes and other cultural activities.

Automotive Technicians Group
Fórmula Student Spain

Autonomous University of Barcelona
Scientific magazines edition (Research Vice-Chancellor)

B World productions
thecreative.net

BIOSAN Asturias FINBA Research Foundation
Benefactor contribution 2016 Asturias
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Benefactor contribution 2016 Asturias

Bach Zum Mitsingen Foundation
Bachcelona Festival

Balia Foundation
Conecta Joven- Conecta mayores project

Balia Foundation
Balia classes

Banc Sabadell Foundation
Banc Sabadell Foundation Award for Biomedical Research

Banc Sabadell Foundation
XIV FBS Award for Economic Research

Banc Sabadell Foundation
15 Research aid gifts

Barcelona Centre of Contemporary Culture
Exhibition “The thinking machine. Rmón Llull.

Barcelona Cultura Foundation

Barcelona Cultura Foundation
2016 Employer’s Contribution

Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art (MACBA) Foundation
Annual contribution. MACBA Collection.

Basilica Cathedral in Barcelona
Speech about Bartolmé Bermejo’s work of art “La Piedad”

Biodonostia, healthcare research institution
Banco Sabadell Foundation Grant - IKAGURE Project - An event
about growing old - open-door event for Biodonostia healthcare
research

Bioregio Foundation of Catalonia (BIOCAT)
Bioregió Foundation of Catalonia

Bisbat de Vic
Exhibition "Torras i Bages.Home de l`eternitat"

Bosch i Cardellach Foundation
Annual contribution

CLOS Archaeology Foundation
Temporary exhibition: Osiris

CNIO-Fundcentro nacional inv.oncológicas
CNIO distinguished seminars 2016-2017

Cafè central
12th edition of the award for translating the poetry of “Jordi
Domènech”

Cantonigròs International Festival Foundation
34th Edition of the Cantonigròs

Castellers de Sabadell
Castellers de Sabadell in Dublin

Catalan Lupus Foundation
Scientific reasearch into lupus

Catalan Pulmonology Foundation
FUCAP 2016 Grants

Catalonia Bioregió Foundation (BIOCAT)
Moebio d·health Barcelona

Catalunya Cultura Foundation
Annual contribution

Catalunya Europa Foundation
Catalunya Europa 21st Century Award

Centre internacional música antiga
Heinrich Isaac: L' esclat del renaixament humanístic

Cetro Spanish centre for reproduction rights
Es de libro

Chirivella Soriano Foundation
World Press Photo 2016 Valencia

Cidade da Cultura Foundation in Galicia
Rostros do país

Colegio Arquitectos de Cataluña (COAC)
Banc Sabadell Foundation Award to Innovative Talent (young
architects), 2016 edition Sample of Catalan architecture

Colegio de Arquitectos de Cataluña (COAC)
Rosa Barba Award 2016 - 9th European Landscaping Biennial

Colegio de Arquitectos de Cataluña (COAC)
The Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Innovation

Colegio de arquitectos de Madrid (COAM)
World Press Photo 2016 Madrid

Comes Cultural Association
Capella de ministrers 2016 - MHA Festival

Companyia central llibretera
Academia la Central

Conservatori del Liceu Foundation
Fondo and grants annual activities

Contemporánea Foundation
International cultural management meetings / 10x10 Innovation
in Cultura Madrid

Contemporanea Foundation
FBS video mapping and screening and Photoespaña Programme

Cova Sant Ignasi Manresa Foundation
Restoration and renewal of the Santuario building
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Deusto University
Ada Byron award for women in computing

Deusto University
Ada Byron Award to technological women

Diàleg, Asociació de Amistad Catalano-francesa
Cultural activities

Donostia Foundation
Play: Midsummer Night's Dream

EDEM - Escuela de Empresarios
MBA Junior

EDEM - Escuela de Empresarios
MBA grant

EDEM - Escuela de empresarios
Engineering degree scholarship

ESADE Foundation
Contribution to the fund for grants

ESMUC - Catalonia advanced school of music
14th Joan Guinjoan international award for your composers

Editorial Concreta
Concreta magazine

Escuela universitaria Cámara de Comercio de Bilbao
(University School of the Bilbao Chamber of Commerce)
"Talentu Gasteak-Young talents" grants

Exit Foundation
Project Coach: motivation to continue studying

Factoría cultural
Expertise Programme at Factoría Cultural

Feria de Madrid – IFEMA
Collectors’ breakfast

Florida Universitària
ValenciLAB corporate innovation Grants

Florida universitaria
Valencia Lab corporate innovation Grants

Formació i Treball Private Foundation
Trans-Pyrenean (‘Transpirenaica’) charity walk

Foto Colectania Foundation
But, what is photography?

Franz Schubert Association
Schubertiades in Villabertran

Friends Association Reina Sofia National Museum
Cycle of conferences “El ridículo ajeno: sobre la caricatura. El
origen del arte moderno” (Vicarious ridicule: about charicatures.
The origin of modern art)

Friends of Video Art Assocation
Loop Barcelona

Fundación Auditorio Comunidad Valenciana, ADDA.
19Th International Jazz Festival in Alicante - Fijazz 2016

GAC Awards
9th Night of Gallerism - GAC Dinner and Special Award to
artistic career

Galeria de Magdalena Association
Network of urban galleries in Zaragoza

Galician companies and universities foundation (FEUGA)
Fund for grants. In 2015

Girona - Olot Town Hall
MOT - Literature festival in Girona - Olot

Girona Exhibition
MOT - Literature festival in Girona_Olot

Gran Teatre del Liceu Foundation
2015-2016 theatre season
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Grup instrumental Barcelona 216
Concert by young composers ESMUC/Masters in Contemporary
Music

Guggenheim Bilbao Museum Foundation
Programme for corporate members

Guipuzcoa Polyclinic Foundation
Retea Programme

Hangar - Private Foundation of Catalan Visual Artists
Scholarship for artistic research Banco Sabadell Foundation -
Hangar

Hay festival Segovia
Hay festival

Healthcare Improvement Institute Foundation
Masters in management in clinical units IV Edition 2016-2017

IBStage Association
Professional training programme for talented young dancers.

IQS Private Enterprises Foundation
2 scholarships for degree in biotechnology

IVAM (Modern Art Institute of Valencia)
IVAM Collection. Lost in the City.

Imagine Creative Center
Imagine Express Grant

Imagine Silicon Valley 2016 grants
Disruptive talent

Imagine creative center
Grants: Imagine Seven Islands Grant, Imagine Social Innovation
Grant, Imagine Silicon Valley, Imagine Express

Institut d'humanitats de Catalunya (Catalonia Institute of
Humanities)
Open Classes

Instituto de especialidades neurológicas S.A.P. (pedro albert)
Neurology scholarships

International University of Catalonia
Pre-University Grants/Competition

Invest for Children Foundation
IV events: 'we are one' (Pasqual Maragall Foundation)

Isla Elefante Assocation Cultural Projects
Cara B Festival 2016 Independent culture festival

Jaume I University
Awards and financial assistance

Joan Maragall Foundation
Culture and Christianity Foundation

Joan Miró Foundation
Espacio 13 "Lesson 0" 2015-2016 - FamiliMiró 2015/2016 -
Member of Cercle Miró

José Manuel Lara Foundation
Commemorative edition “La sombra del tiempo” (“The shadow
of time”) by Carlos Pujol

José Manuel Lara Foundation
Seville book fair 2016
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L'Auditori
Sampler Series 2016/2017

L'avenç
Literary project on the identity of the people of Barcelona.

La Ciutat Invisible Foundation
Foundation activities

La filarmonica sociedad de conciertos
Concert: Varvara: Cuadros de una exposición

Leon Town Hall
Commemoration of Courts in 1188

Leon University General Foundation (FGULEM)
Fund for grants

Licanus
Ramon Llull. The last pilgrimage

L’Eixam Cultural Association
19th Xavier Miserachs Biennial of Photography

L’Olivar Col·lecció Pladevall
Olivart

MARQ Valencia Foundation
“Lights of Rome” Exhibition

Madrid Destino (Medialab-Prado)
Interactive Residence Programmes

Medina del Campo Town Hall
29th cinema week in Medina del Campo

Mercat de les Flors
Plans for individual artistic development at the Mercat de les
Flors-GRANER

Mies Van der Rohe Foundation
Pavelló Mies van der Rohe Events for the 30th anniversary of its
reconstruction

Mirna Lacambra Xavier Gondolbeu Foundation
Special additional collaboration to celebrate 20th anniversary -
Mirna Lacambra Competition - XX Career Development
Competition at the Sabadell Operatic School

Museu diocesà d'urgell
Conservation and restoration of museum pieces

National Theatre of Catalonia
Annual contribution

Non-Profit Music Foundation
Benet Casablancas - The London Sinfonietta

OFFF Festival Barcelona
Creativity and digital design

Orfeó Català Foundation - Palau de la Música Catalana
Concerts for the 75th anniversary of the restoration of the
Poblet Monastery

Orfeó Català Palau Musica Foundation
Mecenas de honor. Symphonic orchestras at the Palau

Ouishare Spain
Maintenance 2016: Ouishare course on Collaborative Economy

Oviedo Art School
XIX Design and Communication Motivates events

Oviedo Philharmonic Group
Concert by David Huh, finalist in the Paloma O’Shea
International Piano Competition
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Papers de Versàlia Association
Edition “Quaderns de Versàlia” collection

Parc Taulí Foundation
Training programme for expert researchers - I3PT- 'Intensifica`T
al Taulí'.

Pasqual Maragall Private Foundation
2016 Employer’s Contribution

Patronat Científic-Metges i Balears Foundation
Banco Sabadell Foundation grants for external rotation

Patronato del Misterio de Elche
Misterio de Elche (concerts at Easter and Christmas)

Pau Casals Foundation
International Pau Casals Grant / activities collaboration.

Photographic Social Vision - Chirivella Soriano Foundation -
Colegio de Arquitectos de Madrid (COAM)
World Press Photo 2016

Photographic Social Vision-Barna Foundation
World Press Photo 2016 - Barcelona

Photographic Social Vision-Barna Foundation
DOCfield 16 documentary photography Barcelona

Photographic Social Vision-Barna Foundation
World Press Photo 2016 - Barcelona

Pompeu Fabra University
9th edition of UPF Emprèn 2016 Award - IDEA Format

Private Foundation of Catalan Visual Artists
Paratext Vol 1

Quincena Musical de San Sebastian
77th San Sebastian musical fortnight: Budapest Festival
Orchestra Collegium Vocale Gent-"Mozart’s final year"

RCR Arquitectes and RCR Bunka Foundation
Architecture and Landscaping Workshop

Rebobinart Association
Festival Ús - art and public spaces

Sabadell Friends of the Opera Association
First opera of the 2015-2016 season

Sabadell Friends of the Opera Association
Sabadell Opera Season and Catalonia Cycle

Sabadell Town Hall
Festa Major 2016

Sabadell swimming club foundation
Sabadell swimming club foundation grants (40)

San Jorge University Foundation
Researchers Training: Grants

Sant Lluc Artistic Circle
2016 Cycle of exhibitions

Segovia Town Hall
Sixth Meeting Women who transform the world

Setba Foundation
'La plaça dibuixa'

Ship2B Foundation
B-Value: Programme for Social Innovation for Associations and
Foundations

Ship2B Foundation
B-Value: Programme for Social Innovation for Associations and
Foundations

Ship2B Foundation
B-Challenge 2016: MOOC for Social Innovation

Ship2B Foundation
B-Challenge 2016: grants

Ship2B Foundation
B-Challenge 2016: training

Spanish seniors for technical cooperation - Secot
Patron

Sta Maria La Real Foundation
Musae Música y Patrimonio
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StepOne Ventures
Youths with future in the US Programme

Surg for all
Training doctors to be surgeons.

Swab Barcelona Foundation
Swab Barcelona IN/OUT - Banco Sabadell Foundation Award to
the best art gallery (International Contemporary Art Fair)

Taller de Músics Private Foundation
Scholarship for outstanding student. Eva Fernández

Teatre Invisible Association
L’estació magazine edition

Teatre del sol
2016-2017 theatre season

Teatre lliure
Kompanyia lliure

Teatre lliure
Kompanyia lliure - Teatre Lliure 2016/2017 Season

Teatro Principal Alicante
Schedule 2016

Tecnocampus Foundation
Scholarship programme

Tedxyouth@Valladolid
TEDxYouth@Valladolid 2016

The Barcelona Institute of Science and Technology
Foundation Capital - Benefactor

Thyssen-Bonermisza Collection Foundation
2016 Summer courses Alternative curatorship

Thyssen-Bonermisza Collection Foundation
Amigos corporativos (Corpoorate friends) 2016 Programme

Tot Raval Foundation
Project "Vine al Raval. Il.lumina el Raval"

UCAM
‘Journey to Talent’ 1st part of the 2016/2017 academic year.
Skill-honing workshops for university students.

University of Alicante
2 research grants for Antoni Miró activities - Alicante
Philharmonic Concert

University of Girona
European Live Art Archive Project

University of Leon
Fund for grants - Best academic report - finance degree - Jean
Monnet Module: European citizens at the heart of change -
Economy Olympics

University of Murcia
Toolbox workshop session 1st and 2nd part of 2016/17
academic year

University of Oviedo
Economy Olympics - Extraordinary Award for MBA degree. Santa
Catalina Awards - Extraordinary Award for MBA degree. Santa
Catalina Awards.- Imagine Silicon Valley grant in Oviedo - Ángel
González poetry lectureship - Grants - Best academic report -
philosophy degree Santa Catalina Awards

University of Oviedo
Leonard Cohen lectureship

University of Oviedo Foundation
BID (Inter-American Development Bank) Grants

University of Oviedo Foundation
Fund for grants
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Valdés Salas Foundation
“Difusión e interpretación del Quijote” (Dissemination and
interpretation of Don Quixote) - "Fernando de Valdés y la política
censoria en la España del siglo XVI” (Fernando de Valdés and
the policy of censorship in sixteenth-century Spain) Congress -
“Las Humanidades digitales y las disciplinas académicas
tradicionales” (Digital Humanities and Traditional academic
subjects) Congress - Patrón Honor 2016 Annual contribution

Valencia University General Foundation
Serenates 2016

Vall d’Hebron University Hospital Foundation - Research
Institute (VHIR)
Scholarships programme for Masters in Traslational Biomedical
Research at Vall d’Hebron

Vallès Symphonic Orchestra Foundation (OSV)
Annual contribution - Annual contribution - “Gira de Setmana
Santa 2016” (2016 Easter Tour) Cycle - Master Classes -
“Gradus ad Parnassum” cycle for students of music schools
and conservatories

Vegadeo Town Hall
Hugo O’Donnell Exhibition

Victoria de Los Ángeles Foundation
Lied Festival Victoria de los Ángeles

Vidal Foundation
IV events on industrial colonies

Xarxa d'autogestió social
I Award for Creative Self-Sustainable Economy

Young Musicians of Torroella
Fringe Festival 2016

Young Musicians of Torroella
Concert by the Del Vallès Symphonic Orchestra Torroella de
Montgrí Music Festival 2016

Young musicians in Spain
Imagine Spain 2016 concerts


